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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND: Monitoring quality is an important way of understanding how the health care system is serving children and families. The Children’s Health Insurance Program Reauthorization Act of 2009 (CHIPRA) Pediatric Quality Measures Program (PQMP) funded efforts to develop and enhance measures to assess care for children and adolescents. We describe the processes used by the PQMP grantees to develop measures to assess the health care of children and adolescents in Medicaid and the Children’s Health Insurance Program.

METHODS: Key steps in the measures development process include identifying concepts, reviewing and synthesizing evidence, prioritizing concepts, defining how measures should be calculated, and measure testing. Stakeholder engagement throughout the process is critical. Case studies illustrate how PQMP grantees adapted the process to respond to the nature of measures they were charged to develop and overcome challenges encountered.

RESULTS: PQMP grantees used varied approaches to measures development but faced common challenges, some specific to the field of pediatrics and some general to all quality measures. Major challenges included the limited evidence base, data systems difficult or unsuited for measures reporting, and conflicting stakeholder priorities.

CONCLUSIONS: As part of the PQMP, grantees were able to explore innovative methods to overcome measurement challenges, including new approaches to building the evidence base and stakeholder consensus, integration of alternative data sources, and implementation of new testing methods. As a result, the PQMP has developed new quality measures for pediatric care while also building an infrastructure, expertise, and enhanced methods for measures development that promise to provide more relevant and meaningful tools for improving the quality of children’s health care.
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THERE IS INCREASING demand for measures that can be used in quality improvement and accountability initiatives. The Affordable Care Act introduced delivery system reforms that use quality reporting for payment incentives. Additionally, the Children’s Health Insurance Program Reauthorization Act (CHIPRA) called for states to voluntarily report on the quality of care for children in Medicaid and Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP). Because of the paucity of meaningful quality measures for children’s health care, CHIPRA provided for historic investment in measures development in this area through establishment of the Pediatric Quality Measures Program (PQMP). Seven Centers of Excellence (CoEs) (Table 1) received funding to enhance existing measures or develop new ones for the Core Set of Children’s Health Care Quality Measures for Medicaid/CHIP and other public or private programs. Broad measure domains and settings were designated in the CHIPRA legislation; within those domains, measure topics were assigned to the CoEs by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) and the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), with input from the CoEs and the public.

Here we describe the measures development process and the particular methods used by the PQMP CoEs. We describe criteria used for evaluating measures, outline steps in the development process, and present 2 case studies in detail.
discuss lessons learned to inform future measures work.

and 5 additional case studies in the Online Appendix in order to highlight variations in methods and challenges. We discuss lessons learned to inform future measures work.

**MEASURES DEVELOPMENT PROCESS**

Quality measures in the health care context are tools that characterize a structure, process or outcome relevant to quality goals such as safety, effectiveness, efficiency, and patient-centeredness. Measures serve purposes as varied as monitoring performance or describing trends, driving internal quality activities, or holding entities accountable. For the PQMP, CHIPRA called for measures for monitoring care of children enrolled in Medicaid/CHIP and in public and private health care organizations. This section delineates the general measures development process while describing the specific charges to the PQMP grantees.

The measures development process begins by identifying and prioritizing opportunities for measurement and progresses through refining opportunities based on evidence review, definition, testing, and vetting of the measures with stakeholders (Figure). The process is designed to assess a measure’s adherence to desirable attributes related to the importance, scientific soundness, feasibility, and usability of the measures (Table 2). For the PQMP, the CoEs convened a work group to determine what attributes constituted a good pediatric measure in the context of Medicaid/CHIP reporting. For example, CHIPRA asked for measures at the state, plan, and provider levels that could identify disparities by racial/ethnic, socioeconomic, and special health care needs and that would be understandable to families and providers. Although the attributes chosen emphasize measure characteristics important to Medicaid/CHIP, they align with those used by other national evaluation programs, including the Blueprint for the CMS Measures Management System, the National Committee for Quality Assurance’s HEDIS measures, and the National Quality Forum’s Consensus Development Process.

**IDENTIFICATION AND PRIORITIZATION OF MEASURE CONCEPTS**

To identify potential measure concepts within topics, a measurement framework or clinical algorithm that reflects professional consensus about how a condition should best be managed often is created. This algorithm can help to identify those steps that may have the greatest effects on health outcomes, or where unexplainable variation exists. It also is important at this stage to conduct an environmental scan of published literature or measure repositories to identify existing measures in a topic area. It can reveal where new measures are unnecessary or expose opportunities for building upon existing measures.

Once measure concepts are chosen, it is useful to seek input from stakeholders to prioritize them. A participatory stakeholder process, in fact, is a required part of priority setting for measures development under CHIPRA. For measures in child health broadly and the PQMP specifically, stakeholders include children and families, pediatricians and other clinicians, state Medicaid/CHIP, federal policy makers, and public and private health plans as well as research and clinical experts in relevant fields.

**EVIDENCE/GUIDELINE REVIEW**

The evidence/guideline review has 2 goals: first, it should demonstrate the importance of a measure topic area (in terms of number of individuals affected, gaps in care, disparities, financial impact on health systems); and second, it should establish the evidence or rationale for how a measure addresses a structure or process of care or an outcome that is influenced by a structure or process of care.

Relevant clinical guidelines are useful starting places because they represent a consensus statement from key clinical leaders; however, attention should be given to the Institute of Medicine’s recommended standards for guideline development, including use of systematic evidence reviews, grading of evidence, and input from conflict-free experts. Measure developers may need to conduct their own systematic reviews when such reviews and guidelines are lacking.

**MEASURE SPECIFICATION AND TESTING**

Measure specifications are instructions for obtaining data and calculating rates. Primary components are the denominator, numerator, and exclusions. Precise specification is important to ensure measures are being implemented correctly and that results support reliable and valid comparisons. The scientific soundness, feasibility and
precision of a measure are determined during testing. Testing also can reveal a measure’s ability to identify health care disparities and whether it can be reported using health information technology. Testing is often conducted by applying measures in the settings in which they will be implemented or a suitably representative data source, such as the Medicaid Analytic Extract. The PQMP grantees are implemented or a suitably representative data source, such as applying measures in the settings in which they will be im-

Step in the measures development process: Testing

- Scientific soundness of the measure
  - Two components comprise this criterion:
    - Validity is the extent to which the measure represents the construct being evaluated.
    - Reliability is the extent to which the measure results are reproducible when conditions remain the same.

- Feasibility
  - The extent to which the data required are readily available, are retrievable from record systems without undue burden, and can be implemented for measurement.

- Identification of disparities
  - This criterion describes a measure’s ability to highlight differences in performance by race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, special health care needs, and other characteristics important for quality improvement.

- Health Information Technology
  - To facilitate the move towards health information technology, the PQMP added a criterion that assesses a measure’s potential to be reported using electronic health record systems.

Step in the measures development process: Public Comment, Focus Groups, Stakeholder Usability Interviews, etc.

- Understandability
  - A quality measure is unlikely to change behavior unless it is clear to its users. Measures developed by the PQMP must be understandable to health care purchasers, families and health care providers.

- Usability
  - Current use of measure.
  - Testing to see if users understand the measure.

**CASE STUDIES**

Producing measures that achieve or balance the desirable attributes is complex. The following examples illustrate how PQMP grantees developed measures for 2 topics. The cases describe some challenges that affect the field of pediatrics in particular and others that encumber quality measures in general.

**MEASURES OF WELL-CARE FOR ADOLESCENTS**

The National Collaborative for Innovation in Quality Measurement (NCINQ) was asked to develop measures assessing the content of well-care visits for adolescents. The PQMP grantees are developing measures for numerous settings, including clinical practices, health plans, and state Medicaid/CHIP.

**STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT METHODS**

Techniques for explicitly engaging stakeholders include convening them on advisory panels, conducting stakeholder interviews or focus groups, and posting measures broadly for public comment. Incorporating input from multiple and diverse stakeholders throughout the process is critical to establishing a measure’s importance, understandability, and usability.

**FIELD TESTING**

Because the proposed well care measures depend on detailed clinical data not available in administrative claims, the NCINQ testing approach focused on demonstrating the feasibility and scientific soundness of the measures using electronic health record (EHR) data. The team assessed availability and completeness of coded data, comparability of data extracted from electronic data versus manual review of the electronic record, and the logic for calculating the results. NCINQ’s 2-stage approach involved surveying testing sites to assess the availability of structured fields and then limiting data collection to sites with structured fields. NCINQ’s testing revealed an overall lack of agreement between computer- and manually extracted data, with computer-extracted data proving less informative for measure reporting across most concepts. Although structured data fields existed, they were not routinely used. On the basis of this finding, NCINQ has incorporated...
interviews with clinical staff to understand clinical work flow and sample data reports as part of the vetting of potential test sites for subsequent measure testing in EHRs.

**Stakeholder Input and Finalization**

NCINQ worked with its multistakeholder advisory panels to weigh the results of testing and public comment. Of the 3 measure concepts tested, NCINQ submitted 2 measures for the PQMP: Sexual Activity Status Among Adolescents and Tobacco Use and Help With Quitting Among Adolescents. The latter was recommended for use in federal or other programs by the core set recommending body. NCINQ did not submit the Depression Screening Among Adolescents measure because of a similar measure in development; the team is focused on depression management and remission for this topic area.

**Measures of Care Coordination for Children With Complex Needs**

The Center of Excellence on Quality of Care Measures for Children With Complex Needs (COE4CCN) was charged with developing measures to assess care coordination for children with complex medical needs.

**Evidence Review, Development of Concepts, and Stakeholder Engagement**

COE4CCN developed a conceptual framework for care coordination for children with complex needs. The framework outlined the ideal state for care coordination: information is collected, synthesized, and shared by all individuals caring for the child, including family members, the primary care provider, subspecialists, care coordinators, and school nurses. The framework illuminated how care coordination relates to both short- and long-term outcomes, such as emergency department utilization and health-related quality of life.

COE4CCN summarized the sparse evidence in the pediatric literature assessing links between care coordination and outcomes. To address the gaps in evidence, the team turned to literature addressing the frail elderly population, as they have many similarities to children with complex needs regarding need for well-coordinated care. From the review, the team developed 42 quality indicators that were supported by varying levels of evidence.

COE4CCN convened a multistakeholder Delphi panel to prioritize concepts for specification. Panelists scored each indicator on validity, meaning the concept was supported by adequate levels of evidence and/or expert consensus, and feasibility, meaning the data needed to assess the concept were obtainable at reasonable cost and burden. The panelists then discussed all 42 indicators in person and could privately rescoring indicators after discussion and seeing median scores. Thirty-four of the 42 indicators progressed to the next phase. The proposed data sources were parent/caregiver survey, medical records, and claims data.

**Specification and Testing**

COE4CCN sought to develop specifications that support reliable implementation. However, the team was unable to specify 3 of the medical records-based indicators because information needed was not present in sample charts reviewed. Overall, the specification process resulted in a 54-item Family Experiences with Coordination of Care survey, an electronic Web-based medical record abstraction tool, and 1 administrative measure.

In testing, COE4CCN is seeking to assess the feasibility of care coordination measures, but the team has encountered challenges. To date, caregivers have completed the family experiences survey. The team will next abstract the children’s medical records and access Medicaid data. Testing has involved meeting requirements from 4 institutional review boards. The team asked office-based providers to report on their own performance using standardized medical record abstractions, but participation has been low. To address this challenge, COE4CCN has moved to a model of central abstraction, which may be a more feasible yet more costly approach to data collection.

**Finalization**

Given the evidence limitations, COE4CCN will next conduct analyses to examine whether higher scores on care coordination process measures relate to better outcomes such as decreased hospitalizations, fewer missed school days, and better functional status. This step is particularly important when measures are based on low levels of evidence yet will be considered for accountability purposes.

**Discussion**

Despite their work in widely divergent content areas, these case studies followed similar steps in evidence review, measure specification, testing, and stakeholder engagement. These and other PQMP grantees demonstrated innovative approaches to address limits to the evidence base, overcome data challenges, and meaningfully engage stakeholders in developing the measures.

**Addressing Limitations in Evidence**

In many areas, we do not have sufficient evidence about effective clinical or organizational interventions to build quality measures for child health. Many existing guidelines for pediatric care are based primarily on expert consensus and therefore do not rise to the level of trustworthiness recommended by the Institute of Medicine. Features of the pediatric population that contribute to this problem, such as a developmental trajectory marked by rapid change, mean evidence will remain a challenge. Grantees used several approaches to address this problem. COE4CCN drew on evidence from a relevant adult population and is assessing whether their measures demonstrate a relationship to key outcomes. Mount Sinai Collaboration for Advancing Pediatric Quality Measures (CAPQuaM) developed an approach to gain stakeholder consensus amid conflicting evidence. As these examples illustrate, alternative approaches for using and applying the available evidence may be needed for different kinds of measures.
The current national investment in comparative effectiveness research, such as the recently funded National Pediatric Learning Health System, promise to support and enhance measures development. In particular, such efforts could be designed to consider questions such as timing and periodicity of follow-up and alternative thresholds for designating high- or low-quality care.

ADDRESSING LIMITATIONS IN DATA SOURCES

One aim of the PQMP is to stimulate use of new health information technologies. The hope is to move beyond measures that rely on administrative data, which are feasible to collect yet lack the clinically rich information required to describe content of care and other important aspects of child health. Like NCINQ, several grantees designed measures for use in EHRs but found currently available EHRs often contain nonextractable information. The limitations of computer-extracted data derived both from technical challenges (eg, the lack of structured fields) as well as from the lack of existing work flows for implementing and documenting quality processes.

One solution to data limitations is a more prospective approach to designing and testing quality measures. Instead of testing measures using existing data sources, measures could be developed in concert with quality improvement efforts that include effective clinical work flows and patient-data storage systems. Ideally, such an approach would result in measures that clinical teams view as meaningful for care (thus increasing adoption and completion of required data). Efforts such as certifying EHR technology to ensure systems have the necessary technological functionality to meet meaningful use criteria will be helpful in this regard and could greatly improve information available to consumers, purchasers, and policymakers.

ENGAGING DIVERSE STAKEHOLDERS

Grantees benefited from stakeholder engagement in several ways. Given a large number of measure opportunities, the Quality Measurement, Evaluation, Testing, Review, and Implementation Consortium worked with stakeholders to prioritize measures that balanced implementation burden against likely impact on quality outcomes for children with sickle cell disease. Stakeholders helped to evaluate importance in the face of differing levels of evidence, as illustrated in NCINQ and CAPQuaM examples. Stakeholders suggested new measure concepts, such as the CoE at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia/University of Pennsylvania Newborn Duration measure. When developing a survey of family experiences with pediatric hospital care, the CoE for Pediatric Quality Measurement at Boston Children’s Hospital found that engaging youth and families in survey content, item wording, and labeling of information greatly enhanced the survey. Finally, Pediatric Measurement CoE’s establishment of a relationship with the American Board of Pediatrics Maintenance of Certification function facilitated rapid adoption of measures for attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder into the Board’s Improvement Module.

CONCLUSIONS

As illustrated, the PQMP grantees followed a common approach to measures development but varied it to meet the challenges of creating pediatric measures in complex medical domains. On the basis of this experience, we have several recommendations for future measures development. First, we need continued investment in research to generate the empirical evidence required for measures development. We are seeing some movement in this area: spurred by national incentive programs, broader adoption of EHRs is making quality measurement more feasible, particularly in areas of patient- and family-centeredness and person-reported outcomes. In addition, engaging stakeholders at every stage of measures development is a critical step in overcoming challenges related to priority setting, evidence, implementation, and adoption. Ways to meaningfully involve diverse stakeholders, particularly families and other end-users of measures, should be formally incorporated in all measures development activities.

The PQMP has developed an infrastructure to advance pediatric quality measurement across many topics. Grantees are testing newly developed measures to connect processes to outcomes of care. Grantees are developing methods to utilize new data sources. And grantees are forging partnerships with important stakeholders, including states, providers, and families. The bi-directional measures development process has served to educate both grantees and stakeholders themselves. This program will result in new or improved measures in over 30 key areas, including perinatal care, inpatient care, mental health, oral health, and health outcomes. Further, measures will assess care for special populations, including medically complex children and those in the foster care system. This foundation should contribute to important advances in quality measurement as well as improvement in the health of children.
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